
selected

projects

by Oleg Shilin
all projects are done by me 

or under my art-direction



Finconsult
Finconsult is a group of services that 

helps businesses take control of their finances. 


I took part in creating product strategy 
and helping the founder figure out the market 
fit and launch strategy. After that, I led my 
team in creating a visual identity for the 
product.


As with other projects, I was a hands-
on designer here as well, creating motion 
design for the videos, designing the interfaces, 
supervising the product development, and 
product strategy.


I also created a visual identity for this 
company and supervised ads and PR.

webside design

visual identity

motion design

design direction



Finconsult visual identity

Get your 
business
under 
control

Money

Learn how to manage your business 
finances in the course ”Financial 
Literacy“

loves to be counted



Finconsult visual identity

Watch intro on Vimeo

https://vimeo.com/732139773


Finconsult visual identity

Extensive prototyping and planing preceded design 
process, but helped us deliver best UX decisions.



Finconsult product design



Finconsult product design

structure



Finconsult product design



Creamscan
Creamscan aims to help people better 

understand cosmetic functions by science-
based ingredients analysis. Unique algorithms 
and user reviews help find the best routine for 
any type of skin.


I was an art director and product 
designer, creating visual style, designing the 
product from the ground up in tight 
cooperation with the founders, developing the 
best user experience for the product, and 
overseeing a team of designers.

website design

interactive design

design direction



Creamscan visual identity

Smudge is half-transparent 
so it blends well with any 
background.



Creamscan website design



Creamscan website design



Foodzy
Foodzy is a grocery delivery service. 

We were responsible for designing visual 
identity, apps, and web services.


The most interesting part of this project 
was to create recognizable branding while 
maintaining simplicity and ease of use in 
different mediums. 


I led designing client app, and full 
spectrum of the backend services.

webside design

mobile design

visual identity

deliveryapp

fast
food

fruits

fruits
local

milk

fastfood
delivery



Foodzy visual identity

deliveryfood localfrom stores right away

Your only

delivery app

Fresh local 

right in your 

phone



Foodzy mobile design

As usual, complex projects involve a lot of planning 
and prototyping to make design work flawlessly.



Foodzy mobile design



Master Delivery
Master Delivery is a SaaS platform for 

last-mile delivery. Together with the HuskyJam 
team, we launched the MVP version of the 
product in just two and a half months. After 
that, we continued to work on the with the 
client.

webside design

mobile design



Pryamikom mobile design

Quellijnstraat 42II
Admiraal Helfrichstraat 6A

McDonald's

Leidsestraat 97



Laust Madsen


Nis Dinesen


Nick Degn


Nick Eriksen


Asbjørn Hougaard


Lucas Jepsen


Troels Vestergaard


Casper Erichsen


Boye Isaksen


Johannes Olesen

Pryamikom web design

Bertram Kirkegaard

Kristoffer Hemmingsen

+31 71 476 2209



Pryamikom web design



logofolio



get in touch
let’s make something great together

hey@olegshilin.com

dribbble

behance

mailto:hey@olegshilin.com
https://dribbble.com/arealight
https://www.behance.net/olegshilin
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